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The purpose of this paper is to prove the following result. 
THEOREM. Let G he a finite simple gvoup which possesses an involution z 
such that the centralizer H of z in G has the following properties: 
(i) H has a normal subgroup E which is a central product of three 
dihedral groups of order 8, 
(ii) H i.r aperfectgroup (i.e., H’ = H), 
(iii) C,(E) C E. 
Then G is isomorphic to the Mathieu simple group Mz,, to the Held simple 
group He OY to L,(2). 
The proof of the theorem is obtained in the following way: We know 
Aut(E)/Inn(E) z 0+(6,2) s 2s. Hence H/E is isomorphic to a perfect 
subgroup #I of A, . We show that the permissible cases are H/R z A, , A, , 
the holomorph of an elementary abelian group of order 8, or L,(2). In the first 
three cases the group G is not simple. In the last case the assertion follows 
from the result of Held and Schoenwaelder [4]. 
Remark. The nonexistence of a finite simple group with H/h’ g A, has 
also been demonstrated independently by Janko and Smith (unpublished). 
The notation is standard and can be found in [3]. 
* This research constitutes a portion of the author’s dissertation at the University 
of Heidelberg, Heidelberg, West Germany. 
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1. SOME PREPARATORY LEMMAS 
The following lemma is stated without proof. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let E be an extra-special 2-group of width w(E) = 3 and of 
type +. The group E has precisely 70 noncentral involutions and 56 elements 
of order 4. Let e be a noncentral involution in E. Then C,(e) = <e> x L, where 
L is the central product of two quaternion groups. Let P be an elementary abelian 
automorphism group of order 9 of E. Then E is the central product of [E, P] 
and C,(P), where [E, P] is the centralproduct of two quaterniongroups and C,(P) 
is dihedral of order 8. Also, P has two subgroups PI and Pz of order 3, such that 
C,(P,) is the central product of a quaternion group and a dihedral group of order 
8, and C,(P,) = C,(P). Let Q b e an automorphism group of order 5 of E. Then E 
is the central product of [E, Q] and C,(Q), where [E, Q] is the centralproduct of a 
quaternion group and a dihedral group of order 8, and C,(Q) is a quaternion 
group. Let R be an automorphism group of order 7 of E. Then [E, R] = E. 
Let G be a finite group which possesses an involution z such that the 
centralizer H of z in G has a normal extraspecial subgroup E of order 22n+1, 
n > 1, with C,(E) C E. Considering the structure of H we easily get the 
following: 
LEMMA 1.2. Let T be a S,-subgroup of H. Then Z(T) = Z(E) = 
Z(H) = (x) and so T is a &-subgroup of G. 
LEMMA 1.3. If z is conjugate in G to an involution e E E - (z), then 
iVG( W)/C,( W) s & where C = (e, z). 
Proof. Let C,(e) = (e) x L as in Lemma 1.1. Then E = DL with 
D = C,(L) a dihedral group of order 8 and WC D. Let TI be a Sz-subgroup 
of C,(e) and t E Z( TI). Th ere exists an element x E W such that xt centralizes 
D. Then xt E C,(E) and so t E W. Hence W = Z(T,). Since TI C ET, , 
it follows that TI is not a S’,-subgroup of H and C,(e). This proves the 
lemma. 
LEMMA 1.4. If t is an involution in H - E, then 1 E : C,(t)1 > 4. 
Proof. Suppose false. Let t be an involution in H - E such that 
] E : &(t)j < 2. Th en E,, = CE(t) has index 2 in E and E,, > (z). Since 
1 E,, j = 22n, we have j Z(E,,)I = 4. There exists a subgroup E1 of E,, such 
that E,, = Z(E,)E, and El n Z(E,,) = (z). This implies that either El is 
extra-special of width n - 1 or El = (z). Set E, = C,(E&, so that 
E2 3 Z(E,,) and E, is either dihedral group of order 8 or a quaternion group. 
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Since the involution t normalizes E, and centralizes a maximal subgroup 
Z(E,) of Ez , t induces an inner automorphism on E, a contradiction. 
The following lemma is stated without proof. 
LEMMA 1.5. The perfect subgroups of A, are A,, A,, A,, A,, L,(2) and 
the holomorph of an elementary abelian group of order 8. 
2. THE CASES H/E E A, OR A, 
LEMMA 2.1. Let H be afinite group such that 
(i) E = O,(H) is extra-special of order 2’ and type +, 
(ii) C,(E) C E, 
(iii) H/E is isomorphic to A, or A, . 
Then H is not perfect. 
Proof. Suppose H is perfect. First let H/E g A,. We know that E has 
precisely 56 elements of order 4 and that A, has precisely one conjugacy 
class of subgroups isomorphic to A, . Hence there exists an element v of 
order 4 in E such that j H : CH(v)] = 2, a contradiction. 
Now let H/E e A, and let P be a &-subgroup of H. Let v,, be an element 
of order 4 in (YE(P). Then (va) char C,(P). Since (v,,) is not normal in H, 
it follows that N,(P) = N,J(q,)). Hence 1 ccl,u, 1 = 20 and E has exactly 
one class of elements of order 4 with representative v0 such that 5 7 / C,(q,)l. 
Let X,/E, i = 1,2 be a subgroup of H/E such that X,/E E A, , i = 1,2 and 
XI +H X, . Since Xi are not perfect, there exists elements vi , i = I,2 of 
order 4 in E so that (v,) g Xi, i = 1,2. Then NH((v,)) = Xi , vi +H v,, , 
i = 1,2 and vr&vs. Further, j H : C,(v,)j = 12, i = 1,2. Let vs be an 
element of order 4 in E such that vs +H vi , j = 0, 1,2. Then 1 ccl,v, 1 = 12 
and 1 CH(vJCE(vJJ = 60. Set X, = NH((va>) so that X,/E g A,. Since A, 
has exactly two conjugacy classes of subgroups of order 60 all isomorphic to, 
A, is follows that X, must be conjugate in H to X, or X, , a contradiction. 
3. THE CASE H/E E A, 
THEOREM 3.1. Let G be a jinite group which possesses an involution x such 
that the centralizer H of z in G has the following properties: 
(i) E = O,(H) is extra-special of order 27, 
(ii) C,(E) C E 
(iii) H/E is isomorphic to A, . 
Then G is not simple. 
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Proof. Suppose G is simple. From the structure of H follows: 
LEMMA 3.2. The group E is the central product of three dihedral groups 0) 
order 8. All 70 noncentral involutions in E lie in a single conjugate class in H; let 
e be one of them. Then ] C,(e)/CE(e)l = 23 . 32 and Cu(e)/Ce(e) is isomorphic tc 
the normalizer in A, of a four-group. 
Remarks. A Sylow 3-normalizer in A, is an extension of P, / P j = 9, 
by a cyclic group (v) of order 4, where v2 acts invertingly on P. 
The centralizer Kin A, of an involution contains a normal four-subgroup I/ 
such that K = VP(,) where 1 P 1 = 3 an d 7 is an involution. The involution 
7 acts invertingly on P and E’(T) is dihedral group of order 8. Furthermore, 
C,(V) = VP. 
The normalizer N of a four-group V in A, is N = VR(T) where 1 R j = 3”, 
R is elementary abelian, and 7 is an involution which acts invertingly on R. 
We also have C,(V) C VR, 1 C,(V)\ = 22 . 3 and V(T) is a dihedral group 
of order 8. In particular, KC N. 
Let P be a S,-subgroup of H so that D = Cc(P) = (v, b : v2 = z, b2 = 1, 
-79 = v-l) is a dihedral group of order 8. Also, [E, P] is the central product of 
its unique two quaternion subgroupsQi = (ai , 6,), i = 1, 2 and [Qi , D] = 1, 
i = 1,2. Let U be a S,-subgroup of N,(P). Then U/D is isomorphic to a 
cyclic group of order 4 and U/D acts faithfully on P. If (z, b) g U, then 
NH((x, b))/E contains a Sylow 3-normalizer in H/E which contradicts 
Lemma 3.2. By Lemma 3.2 and the structure of the normalizer in A, of a 
four-group we have I N,((x, b))/D 1 = 2. Since N,((z, b)) induces only 
inner automorphisms on D, we get N,((z, b)) = DU, where D n U, = 
Z(D) = (z) and [D, U,] = 1. Let u E U, - (z). Then Du is the involution 
in N,((z, b))/D so that u acts invertingly on P and u2 E (2). It follows that u 
induces outer automorphisms on Q1 and Q2 and so we may assume that 
a.u = a;*, biu = ab. 2 1 z,i= 1,2.ThenC(u)n[E,P] =(z,a,a2).Ifu2 = 1, 
then u is an involution in H - E, C,(u) = (a,a2) x D and Eu contains 
precisely 24 involutions. Assume that C,(u) is divisible by 3, then a subgroup 
of order 3 centralizes C,(u) which contradicts Lemma 1.1. Hence all 24 
involutions in Eu are conjugate in N&E(u)). Since all involutions in A, lie 
in a single conjugate class, it follows that ] C,(u)1 = 2’. If u2 = Z, then uv is 
an involution in H - E, Ce(uv) -= (ala& x (v, a,b) where (v, a,b) is a 
quaternion group. E(uv) possesses precisely 8 involutions which all lie in a 
single conjugate class under the action of E and so / C,(uv)/ = 2’ . 3. In any 
case the group H has precisely one conjugate class of involutions in H - E. 
We have proved the following result: 
LEMMA 3.3. The group H has precisely one conjugate class of involution 
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in H - E and if 7 is one of them, then r acts invertingly on a S,-subgroup of H 
and we have the following two possibilities: 
(i) C,(T) is a direct product of a group of order 2 and a quaternion group, 
ET possesses precisely 8 involutions and / CH(r)l = 27 . 3. 
(ii) CE(r) is a direct product of a group of order 2 and a dihedral group of 
order 8, ET contains precisely 24 involutions and 1 C,(r)/ = 27. 
We have shown that H contains precisely 3 conjugate classes of involutions 
namely z the involutions contained in E - (x) and the involutions contained 
in H - E. 
Assume now that x is conjugate in G to an involution e E E - (a). Then 
1 CH(e)] = 2” . 32. Set M = Oz(CH(e)) so that 1 M j = 28. If (e, z) C 
L$(Z(M)), then there is an involution in M - E which centralizes the sub- 
group GE(e) of index 2 of E, which contradicts Lemma 1.4. Hence 
(e, z) char M and so N,(M) C No((e, z)). On the other hand since 
M char C,(e) we have M 4 No((e, JX)). Thus N,(M) = No((e, z)). By 
Lemma 1.3. 1 Nc(M)I = 33 21°. Let TI be a &-subgroup of C,(e) and let 
T be a &-subgroup of H containing TI . By the proof of Lemma 1.3 Z( TI) = 
(e, z) and so O,(No(M)) C T = TT, . We have O,(N,(M)) I M. If 
O,(N,(M)) 1 M, then 02(IVo(M)) = ME. Since Z(ME) = (x), it follows 
(2) 4 No(M), a contradiction. Thus ICI = O,(No(M)). 
Let P be a S,-subgroup of C,(e) so that 1 ANH(<,,,))(P)I = 2. Let R be a 
S,-subgroup of N,(M) containing P. Since C,\,(P) = (e, z) and R acts 
transitively on (e, z)+, we have that C,,(R) = 1. Let (oi) and (ua) the two 
subgroups of order 3 of P (corresponding to subgroups of type (( 123)) in A7) 
such that C,,(OJC,,,(U,) z M/E n M is a four-group, C,,(U,) = CEn,,,(az) 
and C,,(u,u,) = CEn~~(uluz). Since j C,,,(uJ = 24, by Lemma 1.1 it 
follows that CEn,\,(uJ is a direct product of (e) and a quaternion group Qi , 
i = 1,2. Further CE,,l(ulu,) = (e, z) = C,,,(u,u;‘). Thus I C,(u,)/ = 26, 
j C,(u,)I = 24 and 1 Cai(u,uz)I = 22. H ence we get that R must be abelian. 
Since M = O,(N,(M)), it follows that No(M) is of 3-length 1 and so 
MR 4 No(M). It follows that NNG&R) = RU, where j U 1 = 4, 
Mn U = 1 and No(M) = MRU. Let .?J, = C,((e, z>) so that j U, j = 2. 
Also, CN,cM)((e, z)) = C,(e) = MPU, = C,((e, z)) and U, normalizes P. 
Since U centralizes an involution in (e, z) and since R acts transitively on 
(e, .z)” we may assume that U centralizes z. Also, N,((e, z)) = MPU. 
Since P -=J PlJ, and PU, = C,,((e, z)) Q RU, we have P Q RU, and so U 
normalizes P. Note that U, acts faithfully on P and that 1 ANH((,,,))(P)] = 2. 
This implies that U = U, x U, , where / U, / = 2 and U, = C,(P). Now, 
CNH((,,,))(P) = P x D, where D = C,(P) > (e, z) and D is dihedral of 
order 8. Thus D = (e, z)U, . Set U, = (T). Since CE(7) contains (e, z)U, 
we must be in case (ii) of Lemma 3.3. In particular, an involution in H - E 
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does not centralize any element of order 3 in H. So there are no involutions in 
CA.& - E. But CEn.dd = <e> x Q1 and so there are no involutions in 
CM(ul) - (e, x>. Since CM(a,) is R-admissible and since p E R - P acts 
transitively on (e, z)*, p acts fixed-point-free on C&u& Further, CM(uz) = 
(e> x Q2, and so ,u acts fixed-point-free on C,(u,). Suppose that R is not 
elementary abelian. Since CM(q) and CM(u2) do not admit automorphisms 
of order 9, we must have (ur) = al(R) = (~a), contradiction. Hence R is 
elementary abelian. Let p E R - P and act with (uluz , p) on C&c~r). Since 
~,a, acts fixed-point-free on CM(aJ/{e, z>, there is an element pi in 
(~raa , p) - P such that C(,,) n CM(ur) # 1, which contradicts C,(R) = 1. 
We have proved that the involutions z and e E E - (z) lie in two distinct 
conjugate classes in G. By a result of Glauberman [Z], z is conjugate in G to 
an involution in El - E. We have proved: 
LEMMA 3.5. Under the action of G, the group H has precisely two conjugate 
classes of ~n~olut~o~ with the repres~tati~es z and e f E - (z>. 
Let z conjugate in G to an involution 7 E H - E. Set HI = Co(r) and 
El = O,(H,). By Lemma 3.3 all involutions in H - E are in H conjugate and 
in both cases is j C,(T); = Za. H ence there exists an involution f in (YE(~) n El . 
Then fr is an involution in ET n E, and so 7 ,- fr E El contradicting the fact 
that (r) is weakly closed in El . This proves the theorem. 
4. THE CASE H/E g A, 
THEOREM 4.1. Let G be a finite group which possesses au involution z such 
that the centraiizer H of z in G has the fo~~o~~ug properties: 
(i) E = O,(H) is extra-special of order 2?; 
(ii) C&E) C E; 
(iii) H/E is isomorphic to A, . 
Then G is not simple. 
Proof. Suppose G is simple. From the structure of H follows: 
LEMMA 4.2. The group E is the central product of three dihedral groups 
of order 8. All 70 noncentral involutions in E lie in a single conjugate class in H 
and let e be one of them. Then 1 C,(e)/C&e)j = 26 * 32 and CHICK is 
isomorphic to the normalizer in A, of an elementary abelian group of order 16. 
DEFINITION 4.3. If x is an involution in H - E such that Ex lies in the 
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center of an Sa-subgroup of H/E, we say that x is an involution of “the first 
kind”. If y is an involution in H - E such that Ey does not lie in the center 
of any &-subgroup of H/E we say that y is an involution of “the second kind”. 
Remarks. A Sylow 3-normalizer in A, is an extension of P = ((123)) x 
((456)) by the dihedral group D = ((1425)(36), (12)(78)) where Z(D) = 
((12)(45)) acts invertingly on P and D possesses two four-subgroups, 
namely (1, (12)(45), (14)(25)(36)(78), (15)(24)(36)(78)) and (1, (12)(45), 
(12)(78), (45)(78)). 
The centralizer K of an involution of the first kind in A, contains a normal 
subgroup L which is the central product of two quaternion groups Qr and Qa . 
Further, K = LP(T), where 1 P 1 = 3 and 7 is an involution of the second 
kind. The involution T acts invertingly on P, Qr7 = Qz , and C,(L) c L. 
The centralizer U of an involution of the second kind in A, contains a 
normal subgroup V, which is elementary abelian of order 24. Further, 
U = VPl(t), where 1 PI 1 = 3 and t is an involution of the second kind. 
The involution t acts invertingly on PI , 1 C,(t)1 = 4 and C,(V) = V. 
The normalizer N of the elementary abelian group V of order 24 in A, is 
N = VR W, where R is elementary abelian of order 32 and W is a four-group. 
The group W normalizes R and contains two involutions of the first kind 
and one involution of the second kind. In particular, the involution of the 
second kind in W acts invertingly on R. We have C,(V) C V and U C N. 
The normalizer of ((123)) in A, is isomorphic to an extension of Z, by 
2, . In particular, the centralizer of (( 123)) in A, has index 2 in its normalizer. 
The normalizer of ((123)(456)) in A, is isomorphic to an extension of an 
elementary abelian group of order 32 by a four-group. The centralizer of 
((123)(456)) has index 2 in its normalizer. 
Let P be an &-subgroup of H. We use the same notation as in the proof of 
Lemma 3.3. If U is an &-subgroup of N,(P) and D = C,(P), then U/D is 
isomorphic to a dihedral group of order 8. If (z, b) g U, then NH((z, b))/E 
contains a Sylow 3-normalizer in H/E which contradicts Lemma 4.2. By 
Lemma 4.2 and the structure of the normalizer in A, of an elementary abelian 
group of order 16, we have NV((z, b))/D is a four-group and (N,((z, b))E/E)+ 
consists of one involution conjugate to (12)(34) in H/E z A, which is 
contained in the center of UEIE and two involutions conjugate to 
(12)(34)(56)(78) in H/Es A,. The other four-subgroup of U/D contains 
three involutions which correspond to involutions of the second kind in A, . 
Since N,((z, b)) induces only inner automorphisms on D we get NJ(x, b)) = 
DU, where D n U, = Z(D) = (z), [D, U,] = 1, and U,/(z) is a four-group. 
Let u E U, - (z) such that Du E Z( U/D) so that u acts invertingly on P and 
u2 E (z}. If u2 = 1, then u is an involution of the second kind. As in the proof 
of Lemma 3.3, we conclude that C,(u) = (aia2) x D and that Eu contains 
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precisely 24 involutions which are all conjugate in iV&E(u)) and that 1 C,(u)[ 
is not divisible by 3. Hence 1 C,(U)/ = 2g. If ZP = x, then uv is an involution 
of the second kind, C,(UW) = (ala& y ( ZJ, a&) where (v, a&) is quaternion 
group, E(ti~) possesses precisely 8 involutions which all he in a single conjugate 
class under the action of E and so J C&et)] = 2$ . 3. In any case the group 
H has precisely one conjugate class of involutions of the second kind. 
Let t E U, - (u, z). Then, by the structure of N,((a, b>)/E, t inter- 
changes two subgroups PI and Pz of order 3 of P such that [,?$ PJP is the 
central product of Q,P, and QaPa . This forces Qit = Qz and so C(t) n [:E, P] 
is elementary abelian of order 8 and 1 C(t) n [E, P]/(z)l = 4. We have 
t2 E (z}. If t2 = z, then ut is an involution of the first kind. We have CE(~t) = 
(C(d) n [E, PI)< 21 u ic is a direct product of a fo~lrgroup and the cyclic > rh’ h 
group (9) of order 4. In this case the coset E(ut) has precisely 8 involutions 
which are all conjugate under E and thus the group H has precisely one 
conjugate class of involutions of the first kind and 1 C&vt)( = 21° + 3. Sup- 
pose that t2 = 1. Then t is an involution of the first kind and Cc(t) = 
(C(t) n [E, P])D which is a direct product of a four-group and the dihedral 
group D of order 8. This implies that in this case every element in U, - <u, z} 
is an involution. The coset Et has precisely 24 involutions. Exactly 8 of them 
lie in [E, P]t and under the action of E, four of them are conjugate to t and 
four of them to tz. The centralizer of each of these 8 involutions in E is the 
direct product of a four group and a dihedral group of order 8. Now, CE(tb) = 
(W> n [E, PI)@? is elementary abelian of order 16. For each one of the 
16 involutions i in Et - [E, P]t we have that C,(i) is elementary abelian of 
order 16. Therefore none of these 16 involutions is conjugate in H to any one 
of the involutions in [E, P]t. Under the action of E these 16 involutians are 
distributed into two conjugate classes (C(t) n [E, PI)& and (C(t) n [E, P])bvt. 
There is one and only one such a class in H if and only if C,(tb) is 2-closed. 
Assume that u2 = z. Since all elements in U, -- (u) are involutions, Vi is a 
dihedral group of order 8. We have t U = tz and so t is conjugate to ts in H. 
This implies that Cx(t) is 2-closed and has order 2i” .3. On the other hand 
since bt centralizes uv and a subgroup of order 3 of P, which is inverted by 
UW, it follows that C,(a) is not 2-closed and so bt +* bejt and J C,(bt)l = 
] C,(bvt)J = 210 * 3. Assume that u2 = 1 so that Vi is elementary abelian. In 
this case both t and tb centralize u and a subgroup of order 3 of P, which is 
inverted by U. Thus neither C&t) nor C,(bt) is 2-closed and so t, tx, bt, bvt 
lie in four distinct conjugate classes in H. Thus 1 CM(t)/ = 1 C,(tz)l = 211 . 3 
and 1 CH(tb)/ = 1 CH(tbv)! = 21° + 3. We have proved the following results: 
LEMMA 4.4. The group H has precisely ooze conjugate class of involutions of 
the second kind and ifr is one of them, then 7 acts invertingly on an S,-subgroup of 
H and we have the following two possibilities: 
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(i) CE(r) is a direct product of a group of order 2 and a quaternion group, 
ET possesses precisely 8 involutions and / C,(T)] = 2g . 3. 
(ii) CE(7) is a direct product of a group of order 2 and a dihedral group of 
order 8, ET contains precisely 24 involutions and [ C&T)/ = 2g. 
LEMMA 4.5. There is an involution t of the first kind which normalizes an 
&-subgroup P of H and interchanges the two quaternion groups in [E, P]. The 
involution t normalizes a four-subgroup of the dihedral group D = C,(P) = 
(v, b: v4 = b2 = 1, vb = vl) and interchanges two subgroups of order 3 of P 
corresponding to subgroups of type (( 1,2, 3)) in A, . We have the following 
possibilities: 
(i) The group H has precisely one conjugate class of involutions of the 
first kind. Cc(t) = (C(t) n [E, P])( v w zc as a ) h’ h . d irect product of a four-group 
and a cyclicgroup of order 4, Et has precisely 8 involutions and 1 CH(t)I = 21° ’ 3. 
(ii) CE(t) = (C(t) n [E, P])D which is a direct product of a four-group 
and the dihedral group D of order 8 and Et has precisely 24 involutions. We have 
the following two subcases: 
(ii)i We are in case (i) of Lemma 4.4. The group H has precisely three 
conjugate classes of involutions of the first kind with the representatives: t, tb and 
tbv. We have 1 C,Jt)l = 2 lo . 3, CH(t) is 2-closed, and the 8 involutions in 
(C(t) n [E, P])t are conjugate to t in H. We have that C,(tb) = (C(t) n 
[E, P]) x (b) is elementary abelian of order 16 and the 8 involutions in 
(C(t) n [E, P])tb are conjugate to tb in H. We have C,(tbv) = (C(t) n [E, P]) x 
{bv) is elementary abeliun of order 16 and the 8 involutions in (C(t) n [E, P])tbv 
are conjugate to tbv in H. Also, / C,(tb)I = / C,(tbv)I = 21° . 3. 
(ii)a We are in case (ii) of Lemma 4.4. The group H has precisely four 
conjugate classes of involutions of the first kind with the representatives: t, tx, tb 
and tbv. We have I CH(t)l = j CH(tz)I = 211 . 3 and four involutions in 
(C(t) n [E, P])t are conjugate to t in H and the remaining four involutions in 
(C(t) n [E, P])t are conjugate to tz in H. For the involutions tb and tbv we have 
the same statements as in (ii)l . 
Assume now that z is conjugate in G to an involution e E E - (z). Set 
M = O,(C,(e)) so that 1 M I = 21°. Further we need similary arguments as 
in proof of Lemma 3.5. We get / IV,(M)\ = 213 . 33 and O,(N,(M)) = M. 
Let P be an S,-subgroup of C,(e) and R an S,-subgroup of N,(M) containing 
P. We have that C,(R) = 1. The group P has two subgroups (ol) and (+) 
of order 3 (corresponding to subgroups of type (( 1, 2, 3)) in A,) such that 
1 CM(cri)l = 26, i = 1, 2, and C M ( v2) = Cdv~~) = (e, z> where CE,,,,(ui) 
is a direct product of (e) and a quaternion group Qi , i = 1, 2, and 
CM(~~)/CE,M(ui) is a four-group. In particular, the group R is abelian. 
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Further, we get NNGtM)(R) = RU where 1 U j = 8, &in U = 1, and 
N,(M) = MRU. Let U,, = C,((e, a)) so that J U,, 1 = 4, U,, 4 U and 
C,,c&(e, a)) = C,(e) = MPU, . Thus U,, is a four-group and U, normalizes 
P. Now, U centralizes an involution 01 in [U, Z] and so there is an element 
TV E R - P such that CP = Z. Then Up centralizes z so that 1 Uu : U,@ / = 2 
and U,,u centralizes (e, z). We may assume from the start that U centralizes 
x and so N,((e, z)) = MPU. Since C,,((e, x)) = PU, <3 RU and P 4 PU, 
we have P 4 RU. Thus U normalizes P. Note that U, acts faithfully on P 
and that j ANH(<“,,))(P)] = 4 which implies that U = U, x U, where 
1 U, 1 = 2 and U, = C,(P) and so U is elementary abelian of order 8. Since 
CNH(<,,,>)(P) = P x D where D = C,(P) is dihedral of order 8, we get 
D = (e, a) U, . But U,, contains an involution T of the second kind which acts 
invertingly on P. Since C,(T) 1 (e, z) U, we must be in case (ii) of Lemma 4.4. 
In particular, an involution of the second kind in H does not centralize any 
element of order 3 in H. On the other hand we know that the involutions in 
CM(az)/CEnM(ai) correspond to the involutions of the second kind in 
H/E g A, and so there are no involutions in CM(cri) - E. But CM(aJ is 
R-admissible. If p E R - P, TV acts transitively on (e, a). There are no involu- 
tions in CM(oi) - (e, a) and therefore p acts fixed-point-free on CM(ai), 
i = 1, 2. Suppose R is not elementary abelian. Since CM(ai), i = 1, 2 does 
not admit an automorphism of order 9 we have (ui) = W(R) = (CT,& 
contradiction. Hence R is elementary abelian. Now, we get a contradiction in 
the same way as in proof of Lemma 3.4. We have proved: 
LEMMA 4.6. The involutions x and e E E - (z) lie in two distinct conjugate 
classes in G. 
Assume now that z is conjugate in G to an involution 7 of the second kind in 
H. Set HI = Cc(r) and El = O,(H,). Suppose that we are in case (i) of 
Lemma 4.4. Then Cc(r) = 2, x Qs , where 1 2, 1 = 2 and Qs is a quaternion 
group. By the structure of HI/El E A, , we have C,(T) n El # 1. Let f be 
an involution in Cc(,) n El . Then fr is an involution of the second kind in 
ET n El . By Lemma 4.4, 7 N fr E El , contradicting that (T) is weakly 
closed in El . 
Suppose that we are in case (ii) of Lemma 4.4. Then C~(T) = 2, x D, , 
where D, is a dihedral group of order 8 and 1 C,JT)I = 29. Set J = C'=(T) 
and S = CH(7), so that 1 S n El ] > 23. Let N/J be the unique elementary 
abelian subgroup of S/J of order 16. If J n El # 1 the contradiction follows 
as in the case (i). Since (N n El) n / = 1, N n El is elementary abelian and 
TENnE,.SupposelNnE,I =22,thenISnE,/ =2=andSnE,=D* 
is a dihedral group and T E Z(D*). We have (S n El) J/ J g D* and 
(S n E1)J/Ja S/J which contradicts the structure of C,,,(ET). Thus 
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] N n E1 1 > 23. Then (N n Ei)j/Tl/a S/J implies that there are involutions 
of the second kind in (N n El) - (T), a contradiction. We have proved: 
LEMMA 4.7. The involution z and the involutions of the second kind in H 
are in two distinct conjugate classes in G. 
By a result of Glauberman [2], x is conjugate in G to an involution of the 
first kind. 
Assume that we are in case (i) of Lemma 4.5. Then x is conjugate in G to t 
and Cc(t) = Y x Z, , where V is a fourgroup and Z, a cyclic group of order 4. 
Let HI = Co(t) and El = O,(H,). Since HI/El g A, it follows CE(t) n El # 1. 
Let f be an involution in CE(t) n El . Then by Lemma 4.5(i) t -ft E El , 
a contradiction. We have proved: 
LEMMA 4.8. The case (i) of Lemma 4.5 does not occur and so we must be in 
case (ii) of Lemma 4.5. 
Assume now that z is conjugate in G to the involution t of the first kind. 
Then by Lemma 4.5 J = Cc(t) = V x D, where V is a four-group and 
D = C,(P) = (v, b : v4 = b2 = 1, vb = v-l) and C(t) n [E, P] = V x (z). 
Further [E, P] is the central product of two unique quaternion subgroups 
Qi = (ai, b,), i = 1,2. Let alt = a2, bit = b, and so V = (ala2, b,b,). 
Set ala2 = a, b,b, = b then t we txa we tzb we txab and tz mE ta we 
tb we tab. Set HI = Co(t), El = O,(H), J1 = C,$z) = VI x D, where Vi 
is a four-group and D, a dihedral group of order 8. Since J n J1 C E and 
J1 g C*(t) we have [J n J1, D] = 1 and so J n J1 C V x (z). Since (t} 
is weakly closed in El and since z, tza, tzb, tzab are conjugate to t it follows 
that J n J1 C V. If J n J1 = 1 then JJl/ Jl s V x D which is in contra- 
diction to the structure of HI/ Jl s A, . If J n J1 = V, then from 
JJl/ Jl s D, and I; 4 CH(t) it follows J1 J/ J a CH(t)/CE(t), a contradiction. 
Thus ) J n J1 j = 2. Let J n J1 = (a) and set X = (a, t, z). Since t wE tza 
and z mE tza, we get that C,(X) C NE(X) and C, (X) C NE (X). In particular, 
since tal L tza, a, E NE(X) - C’,(X). Similarly,lthere exiits a,’ E NEI(X) - 
C, (X) with aal’ = tza, aal’ = a, tal’ = t. Then (a, , a,‘, C(X))/C(X) g Z3. 
F&her (a i , a,‘, C(X)) C C(a). Set H, = C,(tza), E, = O,(H,) and 
J2 = C&) = v2 x D, , where V, is a four-group and D, is a dihedral 
group of order 8. Let (Y E (al , a,‘, C(X)) - C(X) a 3-element and so is 
01~ E C(X). Note that az + z and t + tz since ta E El . So a acts on {z, t, tza} 
and on {tx, ta, az}. Let P = t, t* = tza. Then H” = HI , HIa = H, . Since 
[J, J1] C (a) we get [Jl , J2] C (a) and [J2, J] C (a). As CH(t) normalizes 
J and Jl it follows that a E Z(CH(t)) an so CM(t) = C,(X). Further, CH(t) d 
normalizes Jz. Set M = O,(C,(t)) so that 1 M / = 21°. Using the bar 
convention for homomorphic images modulo (al we have [/, I,] = 1, 
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]njl=l and lM:JJrI =2. Since [Jr,,a] =l and [J,Ja] = 1, 
i& C J, centralizes Jjr . Thus 1 M : C’a(&)I < 2. Since Da C M, we have 
&Ca(DJ C M, a contradiction. We have proved that a is conjugate in G 
neither to t nor to tz. Consequently z is conjugate in G to a, which is one of tb 
or tbv. The group Es === C,(x,) is elementary abelian of order 24. The set 
&,.a, consists of 8 involutions conjugate to zi in Hand the other 8 involutions 
which are conjugate to t or tz in H. Also 1 C,(z,)/EO 1 = 2’j . 3. Set A4 = 
O,(C,(x,)) so that C,(ar)/M s ,?Ya _ Let P* be an &-subgroup of C,(x,) so 
that C,(P*) = (u) x (z) x (.zJ h w ere u is an involution in E,, - (x). Let 
T, be a S,-subgroup of C,(zJ and let U be a 2-subgroup of C,(z,) which 
contains T, as a subgroup of index 2. Let 01 E U - T,, . We have that 
Z(T,,) C E, x (zi) and Z(T,) > (z, zi). Assume that Z(T,,) 1 (z, xl). If for 
every u E (Z(T,) n EO) - (z>, we have ZP E (Z(T,,) n E,,), then P E E, , a 
contradiction, Hence there exists u,, E (Z(T,,) n E,) - (a) such that uooL $ E,, . 
Observe that us” E Z( T,,) and ~,,a E E,z, . Since u0 +, x and x mC; zi , it 
follows that u0 is conjugate to t or to tz in G. 
Assume that Z( T,) = (z, zi). Then 01 normalizes (a, xi) and Co((z, zi)) = 
C,(z,). We have that Nc((x, z,))/C,((z, zi)) s Z;. Further, Mg Nc((x, x,)). 
Let P be a &-subgroup of Ne((z, xi)) containing P* so that I P 1 = 9 and P 
normalizes M. Also, P normalizes C,(P*) and P acts transitively on (a, zi)#. 
Since the length of the orbits of P on (C,,,,(P*))# are 3, 3, 1 it follows that P 
fuses an involution of {u, ~a} with some involution of {zlu, crux}. This 
involution is conjugate in H to t or tz. We have proved: 
LEMMA 4.9. We have z 7Lc t, z 7Lc tz and z wG z1 where .zl is equal 
either tb or tbv. At least one of t or tz is conjugate in G to an involutim in 
E - (z). 
We may assume, replacing t with tz if necessary, that t is conjugate in G to 
an involution in E - (2). Set M = O,(C,(t)) and E, = CE(t) so that M/E,, 
is the central product of two quaternion groups and j M I = 21°. Let Pz be an 
&-subgroup of C&t) so that C,(P,) = C,O(PJ = D is a dihedral group of 
order 8, C,(P,) = (t) x D, and I’ = [E, , P.J is a four-group. Further 
E, = D x V and 2, = Z(EJ = V x (2). We have C,(Z,) = E, . Set 
Z = Z, x (t). The 8 involutions in Zot are conjugate under the action of E 
to t or tz and so E normalizes Z. Since CH(t) normalizes E, x (t) and 
Z(E, x (t)) = Z, we have that EC,(t) normalizes Z. In fact, NH((t, z))/Eo 
has order 26 3 and is isomorphic to a centralizer of an involution of the first 
kind in A,. Further, M = O,(N,((t, a))) and NH((t, z))/M E &, and 
NH(Z) = EN,((t, 2)). Let To be an &-subgroup of CH(t) so that I To : M I <2. 
Let U be a 2-subgroup of Cc(t) containing To as a subgroup of index 2. Let 
CXE U- To. Note that Z, 4 M and assume first C&Z,) # M. Since 
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Z(M) n 2, is Ps-admissible we get Z(M) n 2, = (x). Hence Z(M) = (x, t> 
and so Z(T,) -= (x, t> is or-admissible. We get ZQ = tx which contradicts 
Lemma 4.9. Hence Z(M) = Z. Assume now that CE(t) is 2-closed and so 
C&t) = MP2 and CH(t) + NH(<t, 2)). We have C,(Z) = M. Since T,, = M, 
m normalizes M and so OL normalizes Z(M) = 2. Hence N&Z) $ Hand there- 
fore is a conjugate in G to an involution in Z - (z>. This contradicts Lemma 
4.6 or Lemma 4.9. We have proved that C’*(L) = NH((t, x)) and so t is not 
conjugate to t,- in H. We must be in case (ii) of Lemma 4.4 and also in case 
(ii), of Lemma 4.5. By the proof of Lemma 4.4 and Lemma 4.5 we know that 
if P is an S,-subgroup of H containing Pz such that C,(P) = D = C,(PJ and 
if Lr,, is a &-subgroup of N,(P), then j Zr, : C, (II)/ = 2. Further D splits in 
Coo(D) and U,, interchanges the two four-subgioups in D. Hence there is an 
involution 7 of the second kind in CH(t) which inverts P2 and TV is of the first 
kind with Ce(t~) nonabelian and T centralizes D. We may assume that 
Z’, = M(T). Since 7 centralizes x and f and 1 Cy(7)I = 2, we get 1 Z(T,)/ = 8 
and Z(Z’,) C Z. We may set Z(Z’,) = (z, t, r> where Y is an involution in 
2, - (s>. Since ~~~(~~) = XE( T,)T, we get that 1 ~~(~~) : T, j = 2. 
Further, since N,(T,) normalizes Z(T,,) n E = (Y, z) and t +H tx we get 
that N,(T,) fuses t with tv’ and fz with txr’ with a suitable r’ E (Y, a> - (x}. 
But then ~a E Z( TO) contradicts Lemma 4.6 or Lemma 4.9. This proves the 
theorem. 
5. THE CASE H/E IS THE HOLOMORPH OF AN 
ELEMENTARY ABELIAN GROUP OF ORDER 8 
THEOREM 5. I. Let G be a jkite group which possesses an involution x such 
that the centralizer H of z in G has the following properties: 
(i) H possesses a normal subgroup E which is an extra-special 2-group of 
order 27, 
(ii) C,(E) c E 
(iii) H/E is the holomorph of an elementary abelian group of order 8. 
Then G is not simpl. 
Proof. Suppose G is simple. From the structure of H follows that E is the 
central product of three dihedral groups of order 8. Let P = O,(H) so that 
H/F z L,(2) and F/E is elementary abetian of order 8. 
LEMMA 5.2. We have C,(E/<z?f = E. 
Proof, Set S = C,(E/(z)) so that S > E and X a H. Also X stabilizes 
the chain E 3 <e\ 3 I and so -Y/<z) is elementary abelian 2-group. Suppose 
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X 1 E. Let R be an S,-subgroup of H. Since C,(R) = R x (x), it follows 
that R acts fixed-point-free on X/E. Thus 1 X/E 1 = 8 and since XC F = 
O,(H), we have X = F and so F/(z) is elementary abelian. Thuc 
F’ = D(F) = (x>. As /F / = 21°, F is not extra-special and so Z(F) r> (z), 
Hence Z(F) g E which contradicts C,(E) C E. 
LEMMA 5.3. Set E, = Z,(F). Then (x) C E. C E, E0 is elementary abeliar; 
of order 16 and E0 4 H. 
Proof. If x E Z,(F), then s centralizes F/(z). By Lemma 5.2 
<x> C Z,(F) c E. S ince the &-subgroup R of H acts fixed-point-free or 
Z,(F)/(z) we have either / Z,(F)1 = 16 or Z,(F) = E. The second cast 
contradicts Lemma 5.2. Hence E, = Z,(F) has order 16 and E,, a H. Sinct 
E, admits an automorphism of order 7, E. is elementary abelian. 
LEMMA 5.4. Set F0 = C,(E,). Then F, a H, 1 F. j = 27, E n F. = E. 
andF = EF,. 
Proof. This is obvious since H/F0 is isomorphic to a subgroup of GL(4,2) 
LEMMA 5.5. The group F. is elementary abelian group of order 27. 
Proof. Let R = (y) be a subgroup of order 7 in K Let P be a subgroup o 
order 3 of H which normalizes R. Hence PR is a Frobenius group of order 21 
By Lemma 1.1, C,(R) = (x), and C,(P) is either a central product of ; 
quaternion group and a dihedral group of order 8 or a dihedral group o 
order 8. If j C,(P)/ = 25, then (C,(P) n C,(Pg)) 1 (z}. As (P, PY) = PR 
it follows that C,(R) 3 (z), contradiction. Hence C,(P) is dihedral of order I 
and [E, P] is the central product of two quaternion groups. Since ] C(P) f 
(F/E)! = 2, we have finally / C,(P)/ = 16 and so j C~(P)~C=(P)i = 2. W 
have CEO(P) = (x, b) which is a four-group, and C,u(P) is abelian of order 8 
Let w E CFO(P) - C,(P) so that w2 E (x, b). Assume that w2 $ (z> so that w 
may assume w2 =r b. Then C,@(P) is abehan of type (4, 2). Set C,(P) = (v, b 
where v2 = z and zb = z-r. Note that <v> char C,(P) so that w normalize 
<v). Set vw = d,wherei=lor-l.Thenv-l=vb=vWe= v, a contra 
diction. Hence we must have w2 E (z). Acting with R transitively on th 
cosets of E, in F, , we see that s2 E (z) for every s E F, . Thus F,’ _C D(F,) C (x> 
By a theorem of Maschke, there exists an R-admissible subgroup Fl of F. sue 
that Epl = F, , E, n Fl = (2). Note that R acts transitively on (F,/(z)) 
and so either Fl is elementary abelian or Q(F,) = (~1. Suppose Ql(Fl) = (x\ 
But 1 Fl / = 26 and D(F,) C (z> so that m(Fl) 3 3. Thus Fl is neither cycli 
nor generalized quaternion group contrary to sZ,(F,) = (z). Hence Fl i 
elementary abelian and so is F, elementary abelian group. 
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LEMMA 5.6. We haveF’ = D(F) = E, = Z,(F) and [F, F’] = Z(F) = (x} 
so that F is a 2-group of class 3. 
Proof. Since F/F0 s E/E,, is elementary abelian, we have D(F) Z EO n F = 
E, . Similarly, F’ C E,, and F’ > (a). If F’ = (z), then F centralizes E/(z) 
which contradicts Lemma 5.2. Hence F’ r) (a>. Since R acts fixed-point-free 
on F’/(z) and F’ Z E, we get F’ = E,, . Thus D(F) = F’ = E, = Z,(F). Then 
[F, F’] C (a) and since [F, F’] # 1 we get finally [F, F’] = Z(F) = (z). 
The lemma is proved. 
We can now determine the structure of C,(P). We have CpO(P) = (z, b, w) 
is elementary abelian of order 8, where CEO(P) = (a, b) and D = C,(P) = 
(v, b : v2 = z, vb = v-l). Hence C,(P) = D(w). Suppose [ZI, w] # 1. Since 
(v) g C,(P), we have vw = v-l. Then v”b = (v-1)” = ZI. Hence, in any 
case, C,(P) = D x (x), where N is an involution in F,, - E,, . We have 
C,(X) > F,,D, C,(x) > E,,D. If Cs(x) 3 EOD, then / C,(x)l = 26. Set E* = C,(x) 
so that 1 E : E* 1 = 2. But then E* is P-admissible and so P centralizes an 
element u E E - E* contrary to C,(P) = D C E,D. It follows that C,(x) = 
E,D = D x Vwhere I- = [C,(x), P] is a four-group. We have proved: 
LEMMA 5.7. We have C,(P) = (x) x D, where x is an involution in 
F, - E, and D = C,(P) is a dihedralgroup of order 8 and C,(P) = P x C,(P). 
We have C,(x) = D x V where V = [CE(x), P] is a four-group and C,(x) = 
F,D has order 2s. Set D = (v, b: v2 = z, vb = v-l) and CEO(P) = (z, b). 
It is now easy to determine the action of P x (x) on E. Set 2 = [E, P] 
so that E = I? * D and l? = Q1 * Q2, where Qi = (ai, b,), i = 1,2 are 
quaternion groups. Also C,(x) = DCe(x). This forces Qiz = Q2 so that 
a1 “=a 2 , b,r = b, . We have C,(x) = (z, ala2 , b,b,j is elementary abelian 
of order 8. Further, E(x) is the central product of E(x) with D. Hence the 
coset Ex has precisely 24 involutions. We have in F precisely four conjugate 
classes of involutions which lie in the coset Ex 4 F with the representatives: 
x (4 conjugates), xz (4 conjugates), xb (8 conjugates) and xvb (8 conjugates). 
Also, 
C,(x) = CE(xz) = (ala2 , b,b,) x D and CE(xb) = EO = (alaz , b,b,) x (x, b) 
is elementary abelian of order 16 and C,(xvb) = (ala2, b,bz) x (z, vb) is 
elementary abelian of order 16. Note that R acts transitively on (F/E)+ and so 
every involution in F - E centralizes a subgroup of order 3 in H. Certainly, 
x & xb, xz +J~ xb, x 7L.H xvb and x.z & xvb. We have x wH xz if and only 
if 1 C,(X)/ = 21° . 3 and C,(x) is 2-closed. We have x ?L, x.z if and only if 
1 C’,(x)1 = 2l1 * 3 and C,(x) is not 2-closed. Since xb G F, , xvb $F, and 
F. a H, it follows that xb +J~ xvb and so 1 C,(xb)l = 1 C,(xvb)j = 21° . 3, 
C,(xb) = F, , C,(xb)/Fo z & , C&vb)/C,(xvb) z z?T., . 
481/43/z-3 
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We have proved the following result: 
LEXGWA 5.8. We have the fo~~~~ng two poss~~~~t~es for conjugacy classes in. 
H of the ~u~olut~ons irz F - E: 
(i) There are precisely three such classes z&h the representatives: 
x(CE(x) g D, x V, V four-group, j C,(x)] = 21° . 3, C,(x) is 2-closed), 
x6, xvb (xb EF~ , xwb $ F. , C,(xb) and C,(xvb) are elementary abekian of order 
24 and / C&&J)/ = / C,(xz*b)l = 21° * 3). 
(ii) There are precisely few such classes with the repres~tat~ves: x, xz 
(C’,(x) = C,(xz) has order 2 l1 * 3 and is not 2-closed), x6 and xvb. 
We consider now the involutions in E - (z). The 14 involutions in 
E, - (z) lie in a single conjugate class in H. Let K be the set of all involutions 
(56 of them) in E - E, . There are two possibihties: (I) Every involution in K 
is centralized by an element of order 3 in H. Then every involution in K is 
conjugate in H to an element in C,(P) - I$, and so to vb. In this case all 
involutions in E - E, lie in a single conjugate class in Hand so 1 C,(vb)l = 
210 . 3. 
(2) There is an involution i in K which is not centralized by any 
element of order 3 in H. But Z$J is centralized by P. Thus j C,(i)] = 212 and 
/ C,(vb)J = 212 - 3. 
We have proved: 
LEMMA 5.9. We have the following two possibilities for the conjugacy 
classes in H of ~n~oZut~ons in E - (z): 
(i) There are precisely two such classes with the representatives: b (14 
conjugates) and vb (56 conjugates). 
(ii) There are precisely three such classes with the representatizjes: b (14 
conjugates), vb (14 conjugates) apzd i E E - E. (42 conjugates). 
LEMMA 5.10. The subgroup F, is the unique elementary abelian subgroup of F 
of order 2’. 
Proof. Suppose the assertion is false. Let Fl be an elementary abelian 
subgroup of order 2r of P and Fl # Fc. Since / F/F0 1 == 23 we have 
i F,/Fl n FO / < 23 so that j Fl n F, 1 > 24. Suppose at first hat Fr n F. C E,. 
Then Fl n F, = EO contradicting the fact C,(E,) = F, . Hence Fl n F. g E, . 
Let y E (Fr n F,) - E, . We have C,(y) 2 (F, , FJ. On the other hand by 
Lemma 5.9 is j C,(y): F, 1 < 2. This forces 1 Fl : (Fl n Fo)I = 2 and so 
1 Fr n F, j = 26. We have .Z(Ffll) = Fb n Fl has order 26. Let s E Fl - F,, . 
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Since R acts transitively on (F/F,,)+ there are elements r, and r2 in R# such 
that (s, sri, SQ) covers F/F,, . But also j FO : CFe(S’*)I = 2 and so 
I CF,(<S, ST', sT9)l > 24. 
It follows that 1 Z(F)\ 2 24, a contradiction. 
LEMMA 5.1 I. The case (ii) ofLemma 5.9 does not occur. 
Proof. Let e be an involution in E - E,, . In case (ii) of Lemma 5.9 we 
have / C,(e)la = 212. Then I F,, : C,o(e)] = 2 and so C,o(e)(e) is an elementary 
abelian subgroup of F of order 27, a contradiction to Lemma 5.10. 
LEMMA 5.12. We have N,(F,,) = H. 
Proof. Suppose the assertion is false. Set j N,(F,,) : H I = d # 1 so that d 
is odd and d = 1 CCI~(~,)(Z)I. We know the conjugacy classes of elements of 
F,, - (z) in Hand z fuses in N(F,,) with some or all of them We have in case 
(i) of Lemma 5.8 I ccl,(z)] = 1, / ccl,(b)\ = 14, ] ccl,(x)j = 56, 
I ccl,(~b)l = 56 and so d E 115, 57, 71, 113, 127). In case (ii) of Lemma 5.8 
we have ] ccl,(z)1 = 1, I ccl,(b)] = 14, 1 ccl,(x)1 = 28, 1 ccl,(xz)l = 28, 
I ccl,(&)] = 56 and so, in this case, in addition to the values in case (i) for d, 
we get the possibilities 29,43, 85,99. On the other hand C,(F,,) = F,, , and so, 
considering the order of GL(7,2), weconcluded = 15ord = 127.Ifd = 15, 
then E,, a N(F,,) and so / N(F,)/F, I = 26 . 32 . 5 .7. Since FO = C,(E,,) it 
follows that N(F,)/F, g GL(4,2) g A,. But A, centralizes FO/EO yielding 
PVo),Fol C 4. In P ar icular, t [R, F,,] C E, where R is an $-subgroup of 
N(F,,), contradicting the fact that CFO(R) = (z). Hence we have d = 127 
and so N(F,) = 213 . 3 . 7 . 127. Let S be an S,,,-subgroup of N(F,,) and R 
an S,-subgroup of N(F,,). The structure of GL(7, 2) yields that S is self- 
centralizing. Since S acts transitively on F,, , # the group S does not centralize 
an involution in N(F,). Hence C(S) n N,(F,,) = S. As the Sylow 127- 
normalizer in GL(7, 2) has order 127 . 7, it follows that no involution in 
N(F,) inverts S. Thus we have I N(S) n N(F,,)/ E (127 .7, 127). The first 
case violates a theorem of Sylow. The case N(S) n N(F,) = S gives a normal 
127-complement contradicting the fact N(R) C H. The lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 5.13. (z) is weakly closed in F with respect to G. 
Proof. Suppose z ~c b E E, - (z). We have I C,(b)l = 212 .3 and 
C,(b)/C,(b) G ,X4. Set M = O,(C,(b)) and so ] M / = 211. If (6, z) C 
$(2(M)) then there exists an involution in M - E which centralizes C,(b), 
contradicting Lemma 1.4. Hence (b, z) = J&(2(M)) and so N,(M) = 
N,((b, z)). By Lemma 1.3 it follows I N,(M)1 = 32 . 2i3. Further 
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O.&V,(M)) = M. Let P be an Sa-subgroup of C,(b) and R and Sa-subgroup 
of N,(M) which contains P. By Lemma 5.7 C,(P) = (x, Z, b), (with 
x E F,, - E,,) is elementary abelian of order 8. Since R acts transitively on 
<6, a)# it follows 1 C,(R)1 = 2. Hence R fuses an involution in {x, ~.a} with 
an involution in {xb, xbz}. But since xb wE &a, it follows that either x or 
xz is conjugate to xb. We may assume (xb>y = x for y E G. We have 
j C,(xb)j = 21° . 3 and C,(xb) = F, . Let T,, be an S,-subgroup of C,(xb). 
In case x & xz is 1 C,(x)] = 2 l1 * 3. Let U be a 2-subgroup of C,(xb) which 
contains T,, with index 2. Take cy E U - T,, . In the case x wH xz the group 
C,(x) is 2-closed and has order 2 lo . 3. As C,(xb) is not 2-closed, it follows 
that C,(xb) = C,,(x) # C,(x). Let S be the &-subgroup of C,(x). If S 
is not a &-subgroup of C,(x) then there exists a 2-subgroup W of C,(xb) 
with T,, C Wand 1 W : To 1 = 2. Hence there exists a 2-element in G - H 
which normalizes To . Let S now be an Sa-subgroup of C,(x) and p an 
&subgroup of C,(x). Then p normalizes S and P” g C,,(x). We have 
P” C NG(S) - Hv. But since C,(xb) = C&x), there exists an element of 
order 3 in No( T,,) - H. Thus in both cases there exists an element g E G - H 
which normalizes T, . We have F,, , F,,g a To . Further /F, n Fog 1 = 
IFnF,fj >25sincejF,,g:FnF,,gI ~4.Lemma5.12yieldsIF,,nF,,gj =26 
or 25. Since C,(F,) == F, we have x E F,,g. From C,(E,,) = F,, it follows 
E,, g F,f. Assume j F,, n Fog 1 = 26. Let y be an involution in F,,g - F,, . 
Since y 4 O,(H) by a result of Suzuki [6], y inverts a subgroup of odd prime 
order #I of H. The involution y inverts a subgroup (Y) in H of order 3 as 
H/F s L,(2). We have (y, r) = (y, yr) and so 1 CF,(T)] > 25, contradicting 
Lemma 5.7. We have proved I F,, n F,,g j = 1 F n F,,g j = 25. If I E,, n F,,g I < 4, 
then F,f covers F,,/E,, . Let i E F,,g - F,, . Then i centralizes F,,/E, and so 
(ih : h E H) = X centralizes F,/E, . But X 4 H and so X covers H/F. Hence 
an S,-subgroup R of X centralizes Fo/Eo and so CFo(R)Eo = F,, contrary to 
CFo(R) = (z). Since E,, g Fog we have I E, n F,,g j = 23. Lemma 5.12 yields 
C&g) = N,(F,g). (1) 
Suppose 29 E Fog - F, . We have (N(F,,g) n F,,F,f) 1 F,,g which forces 
‘(N(F,g) n F,,) r> (F. n Fog). Let f E (N(F,g) n F,,) - (F,, n F,,g). So by (1) f 
centralizes ag. In particular, zg centralizes a subgroup of order >26 of F,, . 
As zg 6 O,(H) = F, there exists an element u of order 3 in H inverted by zB. 
Since agu also centralizes a hyperplane of F,, , it follows that u centralizes a 
subgroup of index G4 of F,, , a contradiction. We have proved .zg E F,, n F,,g. 
By Lemma 5.8, ~0 centralizes a subgroup P* of order 3 in H. By (l), the group 
P* normalizes Fog and so P* normalizes E, n F,f where I E. : E,, n F,,g / = 2. 
Thus P* centralizes E,,/Eo n F,f and so there is j E E,, - (E, n F#) so that 
P* centralizes j. On the other hand, F, centralizes zg and so, by (I), F,, 
normalizes F,,g. As F,, n F,f C F, n Fg we have I F, n Fg I = 25 or 2’j. Suppose 
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]F,nFgj =26andso IFon g : Pa n Fag 1 = 2. Let t be an involution in 
F,, - Fg so that t inverts a subgroup (s) of order 3 of H. We have CFoo(s) 3 
C,,(t) n CF,rp). s ince CROP(t) = F,,g n F,, , it follows 
I Go44 n cFoWl 2 23. 
By symmetry, working in Hg instead of H, it follows 
CFog(s) = Cpog(t) n CFag(ts) c F, . 
By the proof of Lemma 5.9, the group C,o(P) = (x, z, b) contains the involu- 
tion xb with the property C,(xb) = F, . This forces that C,,(s) contains an 
involution t’ EF~ - E, with C,,(t’) = Fog, a contradiction. Thus F,, n Fg = 
F, n F,,g. We have j E Hg - Fg, P* C HQ - F” and P* centralizes j which 
contradicts the structure of Hg/F” g L,(2). We have proved that u” +c 
b E E, - (z). 
Assume z -c xb. Let T, be a &-subgroup of C,(xb) and let G be a 
2-subgroup of C,(xb) containing T,, as a subgroup of index 2. Let 01 E U - To. 
In the same way as in case z ~c b, we get a contradiction. 
Assume z -c X. Set M = O,(C,(x)) and J = C,(X). We have 1 M 1 = 21°. 
Let P be an S,-subgroup of C*(x), so that C,(P) = C,(P) = D is a dihedral 
group of order 8. Further C,(P) = (x) :< D and V = [J, P] is a four- 
group, J = V x D and 2, = Z(J) = V x (a). We have C,(Z,) = J. Set 
2 = 2, x (x). The eight involutions in 2,~ are conjugate under the action 
of E to x or xz, so that E normalizes 2. Since C,(X) normalizes J x (x) and 
Z(J x (x}) = 2, we have that EC,(x) normalizes Z. In fact 1 NH((x, z))/J 1 = 
26 * 3 and M = O,(N,((x, z))) and NH((x, z))/M E Z; . Further NH(Z) = 
EN,((x, a)). Let To be an &‘a-subgroup of C,(X) so that 1 To : M 1 < 2. Let 
ZT be a 2-subgroup of C,(x) containing To as a subgroup of index 2. Let 
(II E U - To. Assume C,(Z,) # M. Since Z(M) n Z, is P-admissible, we get 
Z(M) n Z, = (z). Hence Z(M) = (x, z) and so Z(T,) = (x, z) is or-admis- 
sible. Since M char C,J(x, a)) we have that M c~ Nc((x, z)). Let P* be an 
S,-subgroup of Nc((x, z)) containing P. Assume P* # P so that 1 P* 1 = 9 
and P* normalizes M. Hence C,,(P) = (x) x D is P*-admissible and so P* 
normalizes ((x) x D)’ = (.a), a contradiction. We have proved that P 
is an S,-subgroup of Ne((x, z)) which implies that C,((x, z>) = CH((x, z)) = 
NH((x, a)) and ] Nc((x, z))/C,(x)] = 2. We see that N(P) covers 
Nc((x, =))/M. Hence there is an element fl E G - H normalizing P and M 
and (x, z}. But then /3 also normalizes (D x (x))’ = (z), a contradiction. We 
have proved that Z(M) = Z. Assume now that C,(X) is 2-closed so that 
C,(X) # NH((x, xi). The 8 involutions in Z,x lie in a single conjugate class 
in N,,(Z). Also the 6 involutions in Z, - (z) lie in a single conjugate class in 
NH(Z). Further C,(Z) = M. Since To = 44, the element cz normalizes M 
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and so (Y normalizes Z(M) = 2. Hence No(Z) $ H. Thus N&Z) must fuse q 
with the 8 involutions in Z,,x. But then No(Z) normalizes the subset Z, - (z) 
and so No(Z) normalizes (Z,, - (z)) = Z,, . This contradicts the fact 
z +o b E E,, - (x). We have proved that C,(x) == iVH((x, z>) and so x is not 
conjugate to xz in H. Let g E G with z” = x. Then C,(x) -= Hu and 
C&z) = C,(x). We have / Nc(Z) : C,(x)/ = 4. This implies that No(Z) g H, 
Now, in NH(Z) we have the following conjugate classes in Z: 4 conjugates of x 
lying in Zox, 4 conjugates of xz lying in ZOx, and 6 further conjugate involu- 
tions lying in Z, - <:z> and the one involution u”. In N,(Z) the involution = 
is fused with 4 conjugates of x and so 1 No(Z) : NH(Z)1 = 5. Also No(Z) fuses 
6 involutions in Z, - (z) with 4 conjugates of x=. Since C,(Z) = Jl and 
since N,(M) normalizes Z we get that 
~GW) = NC@-) and 1 iVG(llZ) : iV&M)j ;- 5. 
Note that lV,(Z)/M g z4 and NG(Z)/M is a group isomorphic to a subgroup 
of GL(4,2). Thus iV,(Z)/M g Z; . By the structure of Zs it follows that 
N(P) n N,(M) g H. The group N(P) n IV,(M) normalizes C,(P) = 
D x (x> and so also (C,(P))’ = (z), a contradiction. We have proved 
2 +o x, and so (z> is weakly closed in F, with respect to G. 
Assume that z is conjugate in G to an involution in E - E. . Lemma 5. I1 
yields that we are in case (i) of Lemma 5.9 and so z wG vb and j C,(vb)l = 
21° . 3. Let P be an &-subgroup of C,(vb). By Lemma 5.7 we have C,(P) = 
<x> x D where x is an involution in F, - E, and D = C,(P) = (v, b), 
zjl =-= 1, zlb = n-l, b2 = 1, b E E. - (x}. We have 1 E, : C,Jvb)j = 2 and 
b E C,o(vb). Since P acts faithfully on C,Jab)/(jx) x CEo(vb)) and since (by 
Lemma 5.10) vb does not centralize a hyperplane of F, , we have CFo(vb) == 
ix> < CLo(vb). If C,(vb) covers F/E then 1 C,(vb)I = 2s and so vb centralizes 
a hyperplane of F, , a contradiction. Since C,(vb)/C,(vb) is P-admissible and 
x E CF(vb) n C,(b) it follows ) C,(vb)/C,(vb)/ == 2. Thus C,(ab) -= C&vb)c’s. 
has order 2: and so C,(vb)/C,(vb) c &. Set M = O,(C,(vb)) and so 
1 M ! = 2s. In the same way as in the case z wG 6, we get N,(M) = 
N,((vb, ->), j N,(M)] = 211 . 33 and O,(N,(M)) = M. We have C,\,(P) = 
{vb, I , .r> since C,(P) = P x C,(P). Let R be an &-subgroup of NG(M) 
containing P. Since C,,,(P) is R-invariant and since R acts transitively on 
<vb, 2)” it follows that R fuses one of the involutions in {x, xz} to an involution 
in {xvb, xvbz} C F - (E u Fo). We may assume that xvb is conjugate to x in G. 
But then u” is fused in F only to involutions in E - E, since z is weakly closed 
in F, . Consider now C,(xvb) where the involution xvb is conjugate to .v in G. 
We know.by Lemma 5.8 1 C,(xvb)/ --= 21° . 3, C,(xvb)/C,(xvb) z Zd, and 
C,(xvb) is elementary abelian of order 2*. In fact if we set E* = C,(xvb), 
then E* = (vb) x CEo(vb), where E ** = C, ,( vb) is elementary abelian of 
order 23. Let S be an &-subgroup of C,(xvb) so that S I E*. Since 
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(F n S)/E* has order 23 it follows that S covers F/S. We want to compute 
S, = &(2(S)). Certainly (xab, z> c S, . Suppose S,, $F. Let d be an 
involution in S, - F. Then d centralizes F/E which contradicts the fact that 
H/E is a faithful extension of the elementary abelian group F/E of order 8 by 
H/F s L,(2). It follows that S,, CF. Also we claim that S,, C E* x (xvb) 
because if not then C,(vb) $ E(x), a contradiction. Let e be an involution in 
E* - E**. If e E S,, , then C,(e) covers F/E contrary to the fact that e wH ob 
and C,(vb) does not cover F/E. It follows that S,, n E* C E** and so 
S, =: (Imb) i: S, where (a) C S, C E**. In particular, (z) is weakly 
closed in S,, with respect to G. This forces NG(S) C H. Hence N(S) n 
C,(xvb) = S. Thus S is a self-normalizing &-subgroup in C,(xvb). On the 
other hand xvb is conjugate in G to X. So an S,-subgroup of C,(X) should 
also be of order 21° and self-normalizing in C,(X). Since 1 C,(x)1 = 2lr . 3 
is impossible, we have [ C’,(x)] = 2 lo . 3 and C,(X) is 2-closed, a contradic- 
tion. We have proved that z is not conjugate in G to any involution in E - E, . 
If (x) is not weakly closed in F, then necessarily 2 wG xvb. Again we study 
CH(xvb) and we use the same notation as in the previous case. Set iU’ = 
O,(C,(xvb)) so that 1 M / = 2$. Let P be an S,-subgroup of C,(x&) so that 
we may assume that C,,,(P) = (xvb, vb, z). Again let S be an &-subgroup of 
C,(xvb) and set So = Q,(Z(S)). In the same way as before we get that 
(xvb,a)_CS, and that So = (xvb; < S,, where (zj CS, C E,. Let S* 
be a 2-subgroup in C,(xvb) such that ! S” : S / = 2. Let a: E S* - S. We 
act with (L on So. First assume S, 3 iz>. Then the set S, - <z;) generates S, 
and since (x) is weakly closed in S, , it follows that there exists an involution 
d E S, - (x> such that dm E So - S, . On the other hand So = (S, , da) = 
S, x (xvbj and so da EF - (E u Fo). We know that da -H xvb and so 
z wG d, a contradiction. We have proved that S, = (z) and so So = (z, xvb‘) 
is a four-group. Let /3 E NH(S) - S so that (xvb)B = xvbz and 9 = 2. On the 
other hand (xvb)b = xvb and ~1 = xrbz. It follows that NG(SO)/CG(SO) z Z3 . 
We know that C,(S,) = C,(X&) and so C,(xvb) 4 N,(S,). Hence 
M = O,(-V,(S,)). So if R is an S,-subgroup of N,JS,) containing P, then R 
acts transitively on So*. On the other hand C,,,,(P) is R-admissible. It follows 
that R fuses one of the involutions in {vb, vbz} to one of the involutions in 
{x, XX}. Hence we may assume that vb is conjugate in G to X. We study once 
again CG(vb). Let U be an S,-subgroup of C,(vb). We see that (z, vb) = 
Q,(Z( IT)) char U, where (2, vb) is a four-group. Since (x) is weakly closed 
in (z, vb) with respect to G, it follows that NG(U) C H. In particular 
N(U) n C,(vb) = U and so U (of order 21°) is a self-normalizing &-sub- 
group in C,;(vb). On the other hand vb is conjugate in G to X. Since either 
I c.Yw = 211 . 3 or C,(X) has order 21° 3 and is a-closed in both cases it 
follows a contradiction. This contradiction completes the proof of the 
lemma. 
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Let y’ be an involution in H - F so thaty’ wG a. Then y’ 4: O,(H) and soy’ 
inverts a subgroup of order 3 in H. Hence y’ is conjugate in H to an involution 
y which inverts the fixed subgroup denoted by P in Lemma 5.7. Then y 
normalizes N,(P) = D = (a, b : vu2 = a, b2 = 1, vb = v-l) and E,, . Soy 
normalizes E. n D = (6, a). This forces vu = v,zf, 6” = bz?, E, 17 = 0 or 1. 
Hence y induces an inner automorphism on D. Set 2 = [E, P] so that B is 
the central product of its two unique quaternion subgroups Qi = 
(ai, b,), i = 1,2. Since P acts fixed-point-free on i?/(z) it follows that 
/ C(y) n ,??/(,a)1 = 4. So either Q,v = Qs or y normalizes Qz , i = I,2 and 
induces outer automorphisms on Q( , i = 1,2. If Qi” = Qi , i = 1,2, then 
C(y) n .?? is a four-group. All involutions in Cry are conjugate under E 
and C,(y) is either 2, x Qs or 2, x D, where 1 2, j = 2, Qs is a quaternion 
group and D, is a dihedral group of order 8. If QIY = Qs , then C(y) n J? 
is elementary abelian of order 8 and C,(y) is El, (El6 is elementary abelian of 
order 16 and all involutions in Cry are conjugate under E) or V x 2, 
(V is a four-group, 2, is a cyclic group of order 4 and all involutions in 
Ce(y)y are conjugate under E), or Y x D, (four involutions in Cry are 
conjugate toy under E and the other four involutions in Cg(y)y are conjugate 
to yx under E). 
Set HI = C,(y), El 9 HI and El g E, Fl = O,(H,) so that HI/F, g L,(2). 
By symmetry replacing H by HI we get by Lemma 5.13 that (y) is weakly 
closed in Fl with respect to G. 
Suppose C,(y) = 2, x Qs . We have z $Fl and so Q,F,/F, is a cyclic 
group of order 4. But since the four-group C,(y) centralizes Qs it follows 
1 C,(y) n Fl 1 = 2. Let f E C,(y) n Fl . We have fy E C,(y) y n Fl . Since 
all involutions in CE(y)y are conjugate, it followsy - fy E Fl , a contradiction. 
Suppose C,(y) = 2, x D, . We have D,Fl/F, g 2, or D, and so in the 
same way as before we get a contradiction. 
Suppose C,(y) = E,, or V x 2, . We have that C,(y) is elementary 
abelian of order 8 and so there exists 1 ff E C,(y) n Fl . Since all involutions 
in Cry are conjugate it follows y - fy E Fl , a contradiction. 
Suppose J = C,(y) = V x D, where V is a four-group and D = C,(P), 
and C,(y) = V x (z). Let arl~ = u2, b,y = b, and so V = <ale,, b,b,). 
Set ala2 = (I, b,b, = b. We have y wE yaa -E yzb -E yzub and yz -E 
Ya -E yb wEyab. Since DFl/Fl g Z,, or D and since V x (z) centralizes D 
it follows that (V x (z))F,/I;; g 2, . Thus I( V x (x)) n Fl / = 4. We know 
that x, yaa, yzb, yzab are conjugate to y and that (y) is weakly closed in Fl . 
It follows V _C Fl . Since the involutions ya, yb, yub in Vy _C Fl are conjugate to 
yx we get that y & yz. Set J1 = CE1(z) = V, x D, where V, is a four- 
group and D, is a dihedral group of order 8. We get that [J n J1 , D] = 1 and 
so J n J1 C CJ(D) = V x (a). Since V C Fl no element of Vx is in Fl . 
Thus J n Jl _C V = (a, b). If J n J1 = 1 then JJ,/ Jl z V x D which 
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contradicts the structure of HI/E, E E&,(2). If J n Ji = V then J/I/J= D, 
and J.L/J 4 CH(Y)I.L a contradiction to the structure of C,,,(Ey) of order 
25 in H/E. Thus ] J n Ji 1 = 2. Let J n Ji = (a), a = qua and X = (a,~, z). 
In the same way as in the first part of the proof of Lemma 4.9 we get that there 
exists a 3-element 01 E N(X) - C(X) where 01~ E C(X), 01 E C(u). Further, 01 
acts on {z, y, yzu} and on {yz, yu, uz>. Set H, = C,(yzu), Ez 4 H, and 
E, E E, JE = C&) = V, x D, w h ere V, is a four-group and D, a dihedral 
group of order 8. Let z* = y, y” =yzu. Then H” = HI , HIti = H, , Hzu = H. 
Since [J, I11 C <a>, we get [h , Al C <a> and LIZ, Jl C (a>. Set T = CAY) 
and so 1 T j = 21°. As J4 T and Jr a T, we have a E Z(T), and so 
T = C,(X). In the same way as in the proof of Lemma 4.9, replacing M by T, 
it follows a contradiction. We have proved that no involution in H -F is 
conjugate in G to z. Thus by Lemma 5.13 (z) is weakly closed in H contra- 
dicting a result of Glauberman [2]. The Theorem 5.1 is proved. 
In the case H/E g L,(2) by [4] it follows G E Mz4 or He or L,(2) and the 
theorem is proved. 
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